Annual Report 2020

Zooming
to Adoption
“I’m doing great!”
- HAIDEN

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Roots are important. For plants, roots provide stability to help withstand the
storm winds that come, and provide nourishment that help plants grow and
flourish. A plant is only as strong as its roots.
When Hurricane Zeta made its way over the Montgomery area in late October,
it brought a great deal of wind. We lost power at our house just before 1 a.m.
and heard thuds all around the house. It was a long night. When I walked out
the next morning, I found a tall pine tree sprawled across our driveway. Just
about five or six feet behind my car, it was a near miss. As I walked around the
base of the tree, a big circle of dirt and roots was turned up, leaving a gaping
winds. Roots are important.
Roots matter for children as well. As a ministry of Jesus Christ, Agape of
Central Alabama’s mission is that vulnerable children will find permanency in
safe, nurturing families. When children have permanency, they have roots.
Each of Agape’s services provides an opportunity for vulnerable children to
experience stability and the physical, emotional and spiritual nourishment to
help them grow and flourish. Our prayer for each life that we touch is the same
as Paul’s prayer for the Ephesians:
“For this reason I bow my knees before the Father, from whom every
family in heaven and on earth is named, that according to the riches of his
glory he may grant you to be strengthened with power through his Spirit
in your inner being, so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through
faith—that you, being rooted and grounded in love, may have strength to
comprehend with all the saints what is the breadth and length and height
and depth, and to know the love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, that
you may be filled with all the fullness of God.” – Ephesians 3:14-19
Thank you for being a supporter of Agape’s ministry to vulnerable children and
expectant parents in crisis. Your support is just as much of a reflection of the
love of Christ as Agape’s services. It is my honor to share this report of Agape’s
ministry. As you read through this annual report, you will see examples of
lives that now have stability and are growing and flourishing. Lives that have
experienced the love of Christ. Lives that are rooted in love.
For the children,

Steve Duer
Executive Director
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FOSTER CARE IMPACT NUMBERS

hole in the ground. The tree’s roots weren’t strong enough to withstand Zeta’s

133

children found safety
in nurturing, Christian
foster homes

22%

increase in number of
foster homes

32

children were returned to
healthier families or were
placed with relatives

8

children were adopted by
foster parents

Zooming to Forever
This year, we have had to do
many things differently because of
COVID-19. One of the things that
changed was how court was done.
We asked one of our foster/adoptive
parents to share her account of their
adoption finalization over Zoom.

Growing Roots
through Foster Care
Being removed from family, even when it is in the children’s best interest, is
scary. The children leave the comfort of the known for the uncertainty of the
unknown. This is the story of a sibling group of four children who were on this

For hundreds of days, I imagined
Haiden’s adoption finalization: the
courtroom, the robed judge, friends
and family, Haiden banging the gavel,
group pictures and balloons.

turbulent journey. They had been removed from their home in early 2018 and

Instead, after 1,215 days in foster
care, we got a sweet, COVID-19
version of finalization—a Zoom call.

stay together.

placed with a family member in another state. Unfortunately, that wasn’t a safe
place, either, and in June 2019, they walked off a plane, and were taken to the
home of Don and Christina Morgan. The Morgans were foster parents in Agape’s
Enhanced Foster Care (EFC) program which helps sibling groups of four or more

A great deal has happened in the
more-than-a-year since the children

We gathered with our dear Agape
worker, Amy Corwin, in our church’s
fellowship hall (good internet
connection there). The small screens
on our computer showed the judge in
the records room at the courthouse,

were placed with the Morgans.

our lawyer on the road, our DHR
social worker in his
living room, Steve
Duer at the Agape
office, and our
extended family at
home in Tennesee
and Kentucky.

needed for the children, the siblings

After we affirmed
our commitment to
take care of Haiden
for the rest of his
life, Judge Myrick
asked him, “How are you?” He spoke
for all of us, “I’m doing GREAT!”
We are doing great. Thankful to the
Lord for Agape, for redeeming bad
situations, and for our beautiful son!

The first few months were a tough
adjustment for everyone, but the
Morgans were committed to the
children and stayed the course.
As they continued to do what was
began to feel safe and secure.
Now, the children have caught up to
grade level in school. They participate
in gymnastics and martial arts. They are
involved in therapy to help them heal from
past traumas. All of that makes for a very
busy schedule, but the Morgans also have
found time for the most important things.
The family is active in their local church. The
children have been introduced to Jesus and
are growing in their relationship with Him.
On October 19th, 2020, the Morgans’ friends
and family filled the courtroom for the hearing to finalize the adoption of the
children — children, who began a journey unsure of where they were going and
now have a family who is committed to helping them grow deep roots.

- Melinda Speece
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MATERNITY
SERVICES
Agape ministered to
33 expectant women in crisis
ADOPTION PLANS
4 made an adoption plan
PARENTING PLANS
16 mothers made a
parenting plan
AVERAGE AGE
26.6 years old

Maternity Services:
Rooted in Unconditional Love
The expectant parents that call Agape
for help often come from difficult places
and difficult situations. They often
don’t have a strong support system.
Agape’s maternity staff seek to help
expectant parents in crisis make the
best plan for their child. Sometimes we
see the immediate fruit of our work in
the mothers following through with their

“When I think about roots, I think about how they are
tangly and messy but grow into something beautiful. That’s
the perfect picture of adoption. Sometimes it starts from a
very tangly, messy, complicated place, but if it is nurtured
and cared for well, it grows into something really beautiful.”
- CAITLIN INMAN, AGAPE ADOPTION SUPERVISOR

plans and continuing on a better path.
Sometimes, the fruit takes more time

confident that if they went through my

Every call for help received by Agape’s

to develop, which can make that fruit

visitors list, you would be on it more than

maternity services is different and

the sweetest. We were reminded of this

my own mom. Thank you for coming to

unique. Sometimes moms have already

recently when we received this message

be there for me and helping me walk

determined the plan they want for their

from a maternity client who had made

through such a crazy, difficult time….

child; sometimes they are still trying to

a good plan for her child but was not

You showed me what support without

decide the best plan. Sometimes there

making good choices for herself. After

enabling looks like, whether I liked it at

are immediate needs that need to be

several months, she sent this to her

the time or not. So, thank you, so much.

met, and sometimes they just need

Agape social worker:

I’ll never forget your love and support

someone to listen and be supportive.

during the absolute most difficult time

What doesn’t change is how Agape

in my life.”

services mirror God’s unconditional love

“I just wanted to text you to truly thank
you. I was thinking about my time in
the hospital, and all the turmoil that I

This mother went on to say that she was

was in and you were so there for me,

making “crazy, awesome strides” and

even when my own family wasn’t. I’m

that she knew God had a plan for her and
her child the whole time.
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and are rooted in love.

ADOPTION:

BY CONNECTION

Roots connect us to our past and

wishes and circumstances of the birth

Last Christmas, we saw an amazing

strengthen our future. Our Agape

family. For some, it is sending notes,

example of thoughtfulness. An

staff work with each adoptive family

pictures and videos to Agape to pass on

adoptive family had included a

to equip them for the adoption journey

to the mother immediately. For others,

Christmas ornament with the update.

with their child. We call our adoptive

it is sending the same things to Agape,

The ornament was a clear ball with

parents ministry partners. We do this

but holding them until a later time when

a red ribbon inside. A note attached

because, ultimately, they are the hands

the birth mother contacts Agape. And

explained that the length of the ribbon

and feet that will be carrying out the

yet others have face to face meetings

inside was the exact height of the child

ministry work with the child they are

on a regular basis, sharing the joy of

that Christmas.

adopting. One of the ways we prepare

watching the child grow up.

our families to love their child is to show

The intentional, sensitive, and creative

Often the updates are about routine

updates given to a birth mom provide

aspects of life. For example, a recent

her with reassurance that she made a

email update sent to a birth mom gave

good decision for her child. From the

little details about the baby dressing

ongoing efforts and communication, the

up at Halloween. They shared how the

child learns that both their first parent

We are so proud of the way we see our

baby loved playing in the costume so

and their adoptive parents’ actions for

adoptive parents minister in kind and

much that they are going to let the

them are rooted in love.

creative ways to the birth parents of

baby keep wearing it for playtime. They

the children they have adopted. Every

shared their love for the child and the

situation is different, depending on the

honor they feel in getting to share his

God’s love to the child’s birth parents.
We believe these efforts will strengthen
the roots the child is developing in their
new home.

life with her.

ADOPTION
DOMESTIC
4 babies were placed with
Christian adoptive families
INTERCOUNTRY
Provided home studies and post
placement reports for 26 families
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F I S C A L Y E A R O C T. 2 019 - S E P T. 2 0 2 0
This year, as we have all dealt with the

children’s church contributions to help

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic,

the children of Agape. We are thankful

Agape has been reminded of the

for each individual, business, church, and

goodness and faithfulness of God

organization that mirrors God’s heart for

and His people. Every need that we

the vulnerable.

expressed was met, often in ways that
abundantly exceeded our expectations.

REVENUES

31%

36%

FEES
FOR SERVICES

INDIVIDUALS/
BUSINESSES

14%

EVENTS

2%

15%

CHURCHES

2020, 78% of our daily expenses went to

individuals, businesses, churches, and

direct service of vulnerable children and

organizations. Every supporter gives

expectant parents. Agape does receive

in their own way but is essential for the

fees from Adoption Services and our

stability and nourishment of Agape.

Enhanced Foster Care Program (sibling

We wouldn’t exist without the church

groups of 4 or more) to offset some of

that supports Agape in its budget or

the expenses. However, our maternity

hosts an Agape Sunday; the business

services and traditional foster care

owner who supports Agape events;

programs do not receive any income and

the faithful monthly care club member;

are dependent on the generosity of our

the family who makes filling a coin can

friends and supporters.

part of teaching their children to love
bless birth mothers with a backpack to
meet their needs after they give birth;

EXPENSES

40%

17%

FOSTER
CARE

MATERNITY

16%

ADOPTION

14%

4%

THERAPY
SERVICES

FUNDRAISING

8%
ADMIN
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of our daily expenses. In Fiscal Year

Agape’s support is rooted in faithful

others, the small group that decides to

GRANTS

Helping vulnerable children is the focus

and the sweet children who send their

W

e are so thankful for the continued support of Agape events. I am
continually overwhelmed by the sacrificial support you so graciously

pour out for those whom Agape serves. We just wrapped up the 4th Annual
Sporting Clay Shoot event at Selwood Farm. Together, with your support, over
$34,000 was raised to further the mission of Agape. Next up, we will have
Connecting Hearts - Montgomery on February 23rd. Agape will also host “Run
For a Mom” (May 8th) and a Birmingham dinner (date TBD) in the coming months,
Lord willing.
Events are a great way to be involved in the ministry of Agape. I invite you to
consider ways you could be part of Agape events. You could be a sponsor,
attendee, volunteer, or prayer partner. Additionally, inviting others to join you at
an Agape event also helps us spread the message of this ministry.
By supporting Agape events, you partner with Agape in ministry to help further
the mission of creating permanency for vulnerable children. Your support makes

of Central Alabama
ADOPTION
ASSISTANCE WITH
UNEXPECTED PREGNANCIES
FOSTER CARE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Cathy Gerachis, Chair
Joe Donaldson, Vice Chair
Stephen Presley, Treasurer
Andrew Itson, Secretary

an impact in so many lives of those in our communities.

Sang Chung

What a special time to gather in honor of the children, women, and families

Kenneth Hill

Agape has the privilege of serving. Thank you, for all you do and give to support
the ministry and mission of Agape.
In Him,
Morgan Tuggle
Community Relations Coordinator

Kasey Oakley
David Parsons
Wendy Plunkett
Rhonda Temple
Jean-Noel Thompson
Joseph VanZandt
Barry Wiginton

www.agapeforchildren.org
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“The roots that we have at Agape help
bring community, as well as life, to others.”
- KATE GEESEY, OFFICE MANAGER

Join our Agape E-news!
Sign up for updates throughout the year. Send your email address to
Amanda Gunn (agunn@agapeforchildren.org) or look for the signup link on
the Agape of Central Alabama (Agape4children) Facebook page.

